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Abstract: In order to realize a general-purpose automatic formal verification plat-
form based on WebAssembly technology as a web service (FVPS), which aims to
provide an automated report of vulnerability detections, this work builds a
Hyperledger Fabric blockchain runtime model. It proposes an optimized metho-
dology of the functional equivalent translation from source program languages
to formal languages. This methodology utilizes an external application program-
ming interface (API) table to replace the source codes in compilation, thereby
pruning the part of housekeeping codes to ease code inflation. Code inflation is
a significant metric in formal language translation. Namely, minor code inflation
enhances verification scale and performance efficiency. It determines the effi-
ciency of formal verification, involving launching, running, and memory usage.
For instance, path explosion increases exponentially, resulting in out-of-memory.
The experimental results conclude that program languages like golang severely
impact code inflation. FVPS reduces the wasm code size by over 90%, achieving
two orders of optimization magnitude, from 2000 kilobyte (KB) to 90 KB. That
means we can cope with golang applications up to 20 times larger than the origi-
nal in scale. This work eliminates the gap between Hyperledger Fabric smart con-
tracts and WebAssembly. Our approach is pragmatic, adaptable, extendable, and
flexible. Nowadays, FVPS is successfully applied in a Railway-Port-Aviation
blockchain transportation system.
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1 Introduction

Background: WebAssembly [1–3] is an efficient and lightweight instruction set, which perfectly
supports all types of central processing units (CPU), and it has been widely concerned by blockchain
technology [4]. The eWASM team has set out to integrate WebAssembly on Ethereum in the next
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generation. Both Dfinity and enterprise operation system (EOS) [5] have chosen WebAssembly to enhance
their execution performance. From 2011 to now, because of potential security vulnerabilities, more than
200 events have happened in blockchain, resulting in over 4 billion dollars in losses. The whole
blockchain industry has been aware of vulnerability detection other than traditional unit tests before smart
contracts [6] are deployed on a blockchain platform [7–10]. WebAssembly smart contract has also
become a new urgent critical security problem to be solved. Related Work: The traditional software
testing methodology [11] cannot guarantee smart contracts’ correctness and high reliability. Formal
verification [12] has been proposed in the blockchain field involving Solidity [13–15], ethereum virtual
machine (EVM) bytecode [16–20], and EOS [21–22]. On one side, different verification frameworks
commonly only support one particular language of smart contracts. It is not suitable for the blockchain
with multiple smart contract languages, for instance, Hyperledger Fabric blockchain. On the other side,
WebAssembly as an official standard of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is the next generation
instruction of smart contracts, and it is going to be massively applied to the blockchain smart contract
field. Finally, Hyperledger Fabric is the famous mainstream consortium blockchain with a complex high-
level language in smart contracts such as golang and C/C++. Hence, for the time being, there is no
relevant research using WebAssembly instruction as intermediate representation code to verify
Hyperledger Fabric [23–25] smart contracts. This work is fascinating for the sake of the factors
mentioned above.

Contributions: This work can detect vulnerabilities of general-purpose programs written by the
programming language of c, c++, rust, golang, etc. Furthermore, it can verify the smart contract of
Hyperledger Fabric in real-time online. The major contributions of this work consist of three parts: (1)
FVPS framework: provides an automatic online verification service, it implements a complete process of
compilation, optimization, symbolic execution, verification work, and builds a virtual environment model
of the Hyperledger Fabric in memory to simulate the distributed mechanism of blockchain for
vulnerability detections of smart contracts. (2) An optimized translation methodology for formal
verification: In reality, we discover that target program files are usually embedded by the targeted
compilation platform with redundant codes such as golang runtime, which is useful based on the specific
platform but unnecessary for the formal verification. Because the purpose of the formal language
differentiates the standard program language, almost all program languages have the problem of a
redundant compilation. In order to solve the problem, this work offers an optimized compilation
translation model to prune redundant codes. We utilize an external API table as symbols to replace the
part of housekeeping codes to ease code inflation. Then, it discards meaningless expression nodes to
achieve the optimizations facilitating the efficiency of the whole subsequent work. (3) A memory-based
virtual Hyperledger Fabric blockchain runtime environment model: The essence of blockchain is a
decentralized distributed technology. It is hardly impossible to verify smart contracts in the whole
distributed system environment. Mainly, in addition to distributed features, the Hyperledger Fabric
blockchain for itself adopts an excellent logic separation architecture, which led to smart contracts having
to access remote data storage nodes via its google remote procedure call (gRPC). However, this type of
architecture is just a fatal design for formal verification, which is more difficult to abstract model than
other blockchain platforms. This work simulates a memory-based virtual blockchain runtime environment
and abstracts a data access model in memory to replace blockchain storage nodes. Smart contracts
directly invoke gRPC interfaces to read/write data in our local machine’s memory instead of remote
machines. Besides, this model is also applicable to other distributed systems for formal verification.

Section 2 discusses the problems of the existing compilation method, such as official golang-build and
low level virtual machine (LLVM), and introduces the framework of FVPS. Section 2.1 elaborates the
translation methodology for formal verification, especially, we discover a significant optimization about
housekeeping codes, as yet it is very effective in golang program language, and also we apply this
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methodology to Hyperledger Fabric smart contracts. Section 2.2 explains a five-layer sandbox model to
simulate the distributed Hyperledger Fabric blockchain system. In experimental section 3, some schemes
are designed to justify the effect of our optimization methodology. Finally, through web hyper text
transfer protocol (HTTP), we send some golang/c/c++/rust source program codes to our verification
service. Similarly, in our practical project, some smart contracts of the Hyperledger Fabric respectively
gain an automated detection report from FVPS.

2 FVPS FrameWork

FVPS is divided into three independent services. In the first part, the interface service receives the
different language source program codes via the web as a new verification project and stores them in an
src folder. In the second part, the optimization compilation service compiles project source files from the
src folder into WebAssembly programs written into a wasm folder with the suffix wasm. In the process,
the WASM Manager distinguishes different project wasm module relationships with a user-defined
project name. In the third part, the verification service consists of a wasm virtual machine and a symbolic
execution tool with Mircosoft Z3Prover. The wasm virtual machine reads all the wasm module files from
WASM Manager, and the symbolic execution engine begins to verify the target programs to find out
whether it is vulnerable. Indeed, we have to admit that our current vulnerability detection capabilities are
not mature enough because the combination of WebAssembly and blockchain environment is complex,
involving massive workloads. The priority goal of this work is to construct a whole integrated
WebAssembly formal verification platform to eliminate the gap between blockchain smart contracts and
WebAssembly. Hence the complicated detection capabilities will be considered in the subsequent work.
Finally, the verification service outputs a responding report of detection results. The overall architecture is
shown in Fig. 1.

In this work, when FVPS starts work, one user can send source program codes to the interface service via
the APIs of FVPS software development kit (SDK). Next, FVPS predicts the programming language of
source codes and automatically completes the whole verification work with unattended operations.
Several seconds later, the user is able to gain a detection report from FVPS. There is a clear flow graph
of this work illustrated in Fig. 2.

WebAssembly Formal Verification Service

WASM Manager

Optimization Compilation Service

Golang Chaincode C&C++ Rust Other

Interface Service

RestfulWebService Web HTTP TCP

WASM Verification Report

Figure 1: The architecture of this framework
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Verification Service is an essential service in the entire process of this platform involving two vital
factors. Firstly, to efficiently detect vulnerabilities by symbolic execution technology, the size of object
files is required to be as small as possible. Symbolic execution will simulate the path exploration in
logical branches resulting in memory and time consuming, even depleting the memory along with the
increasing paths. In reality, Google has offered the go-llvm project to compile golang source codes into
the intermediate representation of LLVM. According to the official website, the go-llvm is just used as a
benchmark of efficiency comparison, it does not support the compilation of WebAssembly, but the go-
llvm provides a new idea to the officials of LLVM and golang. Hence golang officially supported the
compilation of the WebAssembly platform next, and LLVM began to support WebAssembly from version
8.0 in experimental mode. Unfortunately, the existing methods all have the problem of inflating the target
program file. No matter how many golang source codes there are, the final binary/assembly file size
occupies at least 2 megabytes (MB). In the format of intermediate representation, even soars to 73 MB.
Secondly, the symbolic execution technology suggests simulating a virtual runtime environment
corresponding to the target platform. As is well-known, WebAssembly pertains to Web3.0 technology,
which is initially designed for a web browser in a javascript environment. Therefore, the WebAssembly
of golang and LLVM only runs in a web browser with the javascript technology. If this work uses the
existing official technology, this situation is not suitable for formal verification. WebAssembly Formal
verification presents many challenges, so we propose a novel formal verification translation methodology
to solve all the aforementioned problems.

2.1 Formal Verification Translation Methodology

This methodology designs a multi-pass compilation architecture consisting of a preprocessor, lexer,
parser, semantic tree, abstract syntax tree (AST), and intermediate representation (IR). In the phase of the
preprocessor, this work builds a function-based invocation chain relation table corresponding with the
including relation of housekeeping files such as “include<stdio.h>” or “import fmt” etc. Next, an
extendable API table based on regular expression is added to our translation. The lexer shall match
tokens with the external API table to compile the tokens as symbols instead of housekeeping codes. To
clearly explain the optimized relationship between the API table and the housekeeping codes, we define
some basic symbols of this work and an optimized translation process in the subsequent section.

Firstly, this work designs some symbols in Tab. 1 to describe the source program code using formal
language.

S denotes the total source codes in our definitions, consisting of user-written codes and compiler-
appended codes called “housekeeping codes.” For all we know, the housekeeping code is a necessary
padding part for any compiler to work correctly. Supposed L1-n denoted the expression of user-written
clauses. Similarly, the Ln-m denoted the expression of compiler-appended clauses. This work describes it
as follows.

S ¼
[nþm

i¼1

Li ¼ L1 [ L2 [ L3 . . . [ Ln|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
user�written

[ Lnþ1 [ Lnþ2 . . . [ Lnþm|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
compiler�appended

(1)

C/C++/Rust/Golang
Smart Contracts

Web 
Service

http
restful
soap

Verification
Service

WASMllvm VM Report

Figure 2: The verification process of wasm vulnerability reports
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Secondly, to clarify our optimization method, this work splits S into user-written and compiler-appended
expressions. It is easy to understand the user intention logic part without extra optimization space. On the
contrary, the logic part should be kept as much as possible in the formal translation. In general, the
amount number of compiler-appended housekeeping codes is ignored. Indeed, there is little performance
affection in some program languages such as C/C++. Actually, the compilation result of different
optimizers reveals that the target program is more or less affected by the housekeeping code. However,
some program languages have a complex runtime environment, such as the golang language, which
includes many APIs to uphold its program, even if the target program needs not to access them. In other
words, some of the compiler’s housekeeping codes are relatively redundant for one program. Generally
speaking, it is automatically added by “include” or “import” grammar (such as a stdio header file, a
golang fmt package.) in the preprocessing phase. For conveniently describing housekeeping code
expressions, the source code Eq. (1) is concisely expressed by Eq. (2).

S ¼
[n

i¼1

Lvi
[m

j¼1

Lsj ; ðv 2 Expressionlog ic|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
user�written

; s 2 Expressionhousekeeping|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
compiler�appended

Þ (2)

Usually, most of the studies consider the performance affection of the housekeeping code to be slight, so
the existed formal language translation methodology pays no attention to the housekeeping code. We
supposed such a scenario: the user-written source codes are far less than the housekeeping codes. The
housekeeping codes would become a great optimization question. First of all, we discuss whether the
housekeeping code should be optimized. Along with the maturity of APIs, application binary interfaces
(ABI) and runtime libraries, those parts are increasingly out of the verification question. Secondly, we
analyze how to optimize the housekeeping code in formal verification translations. In Eq. (3), Api�j ðeÞ
denotes the APIs of FVPS, the functions f sj ðxÞ and the expressions Ls

jare equivalent. Taking golang as a
typical example, the invocation chain of Lsj is so deep for the sake of golang runtime. If those
housekeeping functions can be bypassed, it can enhance the target program. This work proposed the
target program across the golang runtime functions directly call functions from the virtual machine,
namely, the housekeeping code can be removed. The following is an explanation of the missing function
codes. The missing functions are replaced by symbols in an external API table without concrete codes in
the compilation phase to compile the source code correctly. Meanwhile, our approach prunes the dead
AST nodes, adopting the classical recursive descent parser (RDP) algorithm. The RDP algorithm is
helpful in predictively looking up one function invocation relationship. Assume that a token pertains to

Table 1: Basic symbols of source program codes

S Source codes.

Li logic expression clauses of S, consists of Ls and Lv.

Ls Ls 2 Expressions of housekeeping imported by include or import.

Lv Lv 2 Logic Expressions almost written by developers.

f sj ðsÞ Equivalent function format of Ls

f vj ðvÞ Equivalent function format of Lv

f 0aðsÞ Root functions of the recursive invocation chain, top-level function in source program codes,
consists of several f sj ðsÞ.

Api�j ðeÞ APIs of formal verification runtime, functionality equals f 0aðsÞ, implemented by formal
verification virtual machine.
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the external API table. The compiler keeps only a symbol in the target program, pruning the related AST
nodes. Indeed, the symbol is eventually upheld by our FVPS in runtime.

Ls
j , f sj ðxÞ ( Api�j ðeÞ 2 FVPS: (3)

To distinctly elaborate the APIs of logic expressions and housekeeping expressions, we take standard
input/output (stdio) as an example. “stdio” is respectively denoted by “printf” in C language, “cout” in
C++ language, “printf” in golang language, “println” in rust language. It will generate redundant AST nodes
due to the implementation pattern of different platforms. In Fig. 3, the “fd_write” method is a function in
FVPS to provide a symbol to the external API table. “fd_write” as a file descriptor interface can replace
all analogous “print” symbols in housekeeping codes. In practice, this work gains a prominent effect in
golang language for the sake of the excessive runtime codes.

Thirdly, L will be translated to an equivalent function. The source code can be described by the
function F(x).

FðxÞ ¼
[n

i¼1

f vi ðvÞ
[m

j¼1

f sj ðsÞ: (4)

According to Eq. (3), we can easily transform Eqs. (2) to (4). We design a top-level function called
f 0aðsÞ to denote a sequence of related functions f sj ðsÞ. For instance, “print” function as a library function is
explicitly written by user, we define the “print” function as a top-level API. Under “print” function, there
are still many functions in the runtime environment to uphold the “print” function. f 0aðsÞ is described as
the following Eq. (5).

f 0aðsÞ ¼
[m

j¼1

f sj ðsÞ; a 2 ½1; 2; 3…; n�: (5)

Figure 3: File descriptor write interface implementation, written by python in formal verification platform to
support the print function of different languages
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Eq. (6) can be obtained from Eqs. (4) and (5). It implies F(x) consists of logic expression parts and some
top-level functions f 0a.

FðxÞ ¼
[n

i¼1

f vi ðvÞ [ f 0aðsÞ; a 2 ½1; 2; 3…; n� (6)

In the formal verification environment, f 0aðsÞ will be replaced by the functional equivalent APIs of
FVPS. From Eqs. (3) and (6), we can get the final Eq. (7). It represents that the final program consists of
the user-written logic functions and function symbols of FVPS.

FðxÞ ¼
[n

i¼1

f vi ðvÞ [ Api�j ðeÞ; j 2 ½1; 2; 3…; n�: (7)

Namely, one symbol takes the place of a sequence of functions f sj ðsÞ. It vividly reveals both the time- and
space- complexity are significantly enhanced. In this case, this work can gain a derivation as shown in Eq. (8)
that external APIs facilitate formal verification indeed in theory.

Api�ðeÞ , f 0 , f s1 [ f s2 � � � [f sn
� �

, Ls1 [ Ls2 � � � [Lsn
� �

) Expressionruntime ) HousekeepingCode , SourceCodeinclude
) OptimiaztionEvaluation Apið Þ %
, ComplexityðSourceCodeincludeÞ %
, CountðNodeASTÞ %

(8)

From Eq. (8), the derivation implies that the code inflation almost linearly increases along with the
number of AST nodes. Our optimization effect is related to the original invocation depth. Namely, As
f 0aðsÞ increase in complexity, our approach can replace more AST nodes with only a single symbol. In
practice, we discover an empty golang main function causes 2000 KB in Linux. We conclude that the
housekeeping codes named “go runtime” should be classified as Lsj , which occupies almost equivalent to
2000 KB. Namely, the ultimate pruned effect can achieve close to 2 MB in Hyperledger Fabric smart
contracts. Finally, we design a flexible, configurable API table based on regular expressions to determine
whether prunes one subtree of AST. Similarly, our methodology can be applicable and compatible with
other languages. In the experiment section, the practice result demonstrates the considerable effect of the
golang programs and Hyperledger Fabric smart contracts. Our compilation result is less than 100 KB
other than the official’s 2000 KB.

2.2 Formal Verification Sandbox Model For Hyperledger Fabric

As a rule, a customized virtual machine can easily interpret the standard WebAssembly programs
according to official standard WebAssembly instructions. Nevertheless, it suddenly becomes difficult in a
blockchain distributed system. Hyperledger Fabric not only involves intricate interaction protocols among
distributed nodes but also has a message mechanism in chaincode (smart contract) nodes so that after
chaincode starts, nothing will be done unless it receives a chaincode message. Moreover, the Hyperledger
Fabric smart contract consists of logic operation nodes and data storage nodes in multiple server nodes.
The primary architecture of smart contracts is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 concisely shows the activated chaincode message relationship in the Hyperledger Fabric
blockchain cyberspace. In formal verification, symbolic execution needs to simulate the architecture in its
environment. This work summarizes a flow diagram in Fig. 5 to describe the smart contract mechanism
of Hyperledger Fabric.
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In order to solve the problems of the distributed architecture, this work designs a five-layer model, as
shown in Tab. 2.

According to the flow diagram in Fig. 5, this work reconstructs a hyperledger fabric smart contract
sandbox model with five-layer hierarchies in Fig. 6. Message Layer implements a message-activated
mechanism from a sandbox to replace the chaincode message mechanism. Entrypoint Layer is another
new entrypoint of smart contracts. Formal verification starts from function SMTEntry instead of
activating the original mechanism to avoid Hyperledger Fabric’s original main entrypoint. Therefore, it

ChainCode   
Data Message

Client
Peer Node

ChainCode Request Message

Endorser Nodes

Transaction ProposalBusiness

Smart Contract Nodes

Docker Environment

ChainCode

gRPC

Connection

Distributed Storage Nodes

Docker Environment

Data Base

Figure 4: The logic separation architecture of the hyperledger fabric

Database Storage

Start

main

Wait

Invoke

Chaincode
Message

Request

gRPC

QueryInit

End

Distributed 
Database

Message Activation

Figure 5: The flow diagram of Hyperledger Fabric smart contracts in chaincode node
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can be activated not only by a chaincode message but also by Lmsg. Fabric Layer is the original blockchain
layer. Certainly, it accesses a database by the stub’s PutState interface and GetState interface. However, in
this five-layer model, Laccess is the actual implementation of PutState/GetState interfaces. Laccess
eventually read/write in the memory space of this smart contract sandbox other than a remote distributed
database. Access Layer and Storage Layer eliminate the cross-node access and storage. The whole model
fuses five layers into an enable formal verification functionally equivalent sandbox environment,
corresponding to the distributed architecture in Fig. 5. Although in our formal verification model, the
customized implementation is not the complete absolute replication of the distributed architecture, we
shall firstly consider the smart contract detections are the primary target, not focus on whether the access
layer is upheld by gRPC, whether the business data is stored in distributed databases or memory space.
Secondly, modern software engineering technology is more robust than ever, and analogous transport/
storage verification is not our purpose. Perhaps it is another research next.

Table 2: The definition of 5 layers

Lmsg Simulate chaincode message, activate smart contract to work by the SMTInvoke function of
formal verification

Lentry A new initial entrypoint for formal verification to start smart contracts

Lfabric The Hyperledger Fabric function layer.

Laccess An access layer of input/output (I/O), RPC, read/write (R/W) APIs, etc. bridge original APIs to
Lstorage

Lstorage A memory-based storage model, accessed by Laccess

Start

WASM VM

SMTInvoke

Invoke

Read/Write Access

Serialization

Memory

QueryInit

End

SMT Entry

//wasm VM invoke SMTInvoke
func SMTInvoke(msg [][]byte) {
    //init chaincode stub interface,
    //SMTStub implements ChaincodeStubInterface
    stub := shim.NewSMTStub("SMTStub", &XXXChaincode{})
    //simulate Chaincode Message to invoke smart contract
    return stub.SMTInvoke("id",msg)
}

L5:Storage Layer 

L4:Access Layer 

L3:Fabric Layer 

L1:Entry Layer 

L2:Message Layer 

Figure 6: The smart contract activation model of this work
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Obviously, this paper has been done a great quantity of work in L1, L2, L4, and L5, involving a new
ChaincodeStubInterface implementation called SMTStub, a fused complex flow mechanism, five-layer
implementations, and an automated compilation task of Hyperledger Fabric smart contracts. Certainly,
there are still enormous workloads in the WebAssembly-based virtual machine to sustain the sandbox
model and eliminate the wasm javascript environment. Furthermore, constraint solver is a fundamental
core component of formal verification, and this work chooses z3 prover from Microsoft Research.

3 Experiments & Analysis

In this section, this experiment prepared seven schemes in Tab. 3, compiled the programming source
code involving C/C++/Rust(Scheme C(1–3)), golang(Scheme G(1–2)), Hyperledger Fabric smart
contracts(Scheme SC(1–2)) to justify our optimized theory that housekeeping codes inflate the target
program to a certain extent. Next, compared with official compilations of LLVM and golang, this
experiment evaluates the optimized predictive effect of our methodology. At last, FVPS runs some
examples to verify some simple Hyperledger Fabric smart contracts.

Firstly, this experiment writes some source codes involving one clause “printf hello world”, three
methods: “add method”, “max method”, “collatz method”, and one smart contract of WriteOrder. This
work will combine them into Scheme C, G, and SC in different languages.

As demonstrated in Fig. 7, the target program file size of Scheme C3 is less than 3 KB. It consists of only
several logic methods without extra housekeeping files. On the contrary, the target file size of Scheme C1 is
more than 10 KB caused of one “Printf” clause. Therefore, it is evident that the target program file size of
Scheme C2 is the biggest one because of the combined source code, including one “Printf” clause and
one logic method. As shown in Tab. 3, the source code file size of Scheme C3 is the biggest, but the
target program size of Scheme C3 is the smallest among Scheme C(1–3). Because both Scheme C1 and
Scheme C2 include the “stdio.h” housekeeping file, It is not difficult to infer that the “Printf” API causes
code inflation. The entire program source codes shall be composed of housekeeping codes hidden in the
compilation and visible source codes written by developers. These two factors commonly determine the
final target program code complexity. As this paper proposed in the methodology section, although we
obtain somewhat marginal fruition in the limited space, its application to Hyperledger Fabric smart
contracts gains considerable achievements.

Table 3: Source code information of schemes

Scheme Clause combinations Format Size(KB)

Scheme C1 Printf c/cpp 0.06

Scheme C2 Printf +Function c/cpp 0.14

Scheme C3 Function c/cpp 0.67

Scheme G1 Printf + Function go 0.12

Scheme G2 Printf+Functions go 0.59

Scheme SC1 WriteOrder Contract
Printf+Function

go 6.63

Scheme SC2 WriteOrder Contract
Printf+Functions

go 7.00
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Applying this formal verification translation methodology to golang and Hyperledger Fabric smart
contracts are reasonable and pragmatic. As shown in Fig. 8, Scheme G(1–2) represents golang standard
programs. The target wasm file size is approximate 2.2 MB, whether the compiler pertains to the golang
official builder or LLVM. Similarly, Scheme SC(1–2) represents smart contracts in the golang language.
The target program file size of hyperledger fabric smart contracts reaches close to 2.3 MB using the
existing compilation tools. In this experiment, this work facilitates two orders of optimization magnitude.
The final wasm file size reduces to less than 90 KB.

This work considers that the WebAssembly platform influences the final compilation result. This
experiment respectively compiles Scheme G1, SC1 in the binary format on the Linux native platform
through golang native build, as shown in Fig. 9.

Proof by facts, the golang original native binary compilation program occupies about 2 MB. The code
inflation of the LLVM compilation exceeds the native platform, not up to 20%. Therefore, there are few
impacts of different target compilation platforms in golang. It is a prominent contrast since this work
optimizes the same source program codes to 90 KB. It also powerfully reveals that our formal verification
translation methodology is efficient. This work analyses the readable text format of a wasm file in

Figure 8: The wasm size of golang programs by default compilation of go build or LLVM

Figure 7: The target program code size of different source code combinations

Figure 9: The file size of golang programs compiled by go native build compared with this work
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Fig. 10. For instance, one top-level function of the source program code is “$fmt.Fprintf,” which is the root
function of the invocation function chains.

Along with one path in Fig. 10, the root function can respectively reach function “$fmt.newPrinter” in
line number 586916, function “$runtime.sigpanic” in line number 586956, and function “$fmt.__pp_.
doPrintf” in line number 586974, etc., given in Fig. 11.

Furthermore, “$runtime.printString” will be invoked by the upper functions in Fig. 12. Finally, all leaf
functions in the invocation chain are provided by the “$runtime.Function*” functions, shown in Fig. 13.

Figure 10: A root function of one invocation chain in a readable text format of WebAssembly

Figure 11: Three reachable intermediate functions in one invocation chain

Figure 12: One runtime function in one invocation chain

Figure 13: Parts of golang runtime functions
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This work can organize a simple invocation relation tree to expose the correlation between the root and
invocation functions. It explicitly shows the function “$fmt.Fprintf” in Fig. 14.

It is so easy to define a regular expression in our external API table to match “$fmt.Fprintf.” When our
formal verification translation methodology uses an external customized API to replace “$fmt.Fprintf,” for
one aspect, the source code analyzer can avoid analyzing more redundant housekeeping codes. For another,
the optimizer can easily find out that the functions of “runtime” are unreachable dead codes, which are
reasonable to be pruned by a compilation.

Figure 14: Depending relationship of one invocation chain

Figure 15: A web front-end verification page of FVPS
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Run Examples: In Fig. 15 the HTTP web server of this work is developed by Python FastAPI in the
Conda environment. As so far, the webserver supports restful interfaces, web service description language
(WSDL) interfaces based on simple object access protocol (SOAP), and a hyper text mark-up language
(HTML) web page.

In Fig. 16, when users submit different source program code files to FVPS, they are stored in an src
directory of the workspace. The target WebAssembly files are outputted into a wasm directory through
our compilation.

Next, the formal verification service launches wasm files in a virtual machine byte by byte. Each operate
code (op) instruction is interpreted and executed by python within a state. In formal verification, program
execution is isolated in its memory space. Each group of inputted symbolic variables generates an
instance. In a general way, symbolic execution is a non-deterministic polynomial (NP) problem. The
traditional method suggests restricting inputted constraints or exploring in maximum limited duration. In
this work, FVPS sets a five-minute limited time within a single thread to test our Hyperledger Fabric
smart contract in Fig. 17.

Figure 16: A source program code directory of FVPS and a wasm code directory of FVPS

Figure 17: A Hyperledger Fabric chaincode source file and symbolic execution in verification service
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After symbolic execution in Fig. 17, many test cases will be generated in the server workspace. Finally,
the verification service will automatically generate a detection report. In Fig. 18, a web HTML demonstrates
a result of one detection report of a vulnerability function that has an expression: 1/(8 − x).

4 Conclusions

This work constructs a whole integrated WebAssembly formal verification platform. Furthermore, it
applies to the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain platform and achieves great optimization in the golang
language. We conclude that the compiler appends extra housekeeping codes in the user’s source codes to
complete the compilation. Besides, different languages have a corresponding amount number of extra
codes. Although the compilation result has a relative highlighted effect in C/C++ in Fig. 7, the total size
is too small, less than 20 KB. Hence the previous papers ignore code inflation affection of the
housekeeping code. Our experiments show that program languages like golang severely impact code
inflation. That is to say, if one program language compiler includes a runtime in housekeeping codes, our
approach can gain a remarkable effect. FVPS reduces the code size by over 90%, from 2000 to 90 KB.
That means FVPS can cope with golang applications up to 20 times larger than the original in scale.
FVPS attempts to justify WebAssembly’s viability as a smart contract language, and we eliminate the gap
between Hyperledger Fabric smart contracts and WebAssembly. All of the related work can benefit from
this touchstone work. Due to the massive workloads, the main shortcoming of this work is the lack of
complex smart contract check models in formal verification work, and this is also the following work for us.
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